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	It is surprising when we realize just how much we are surrounded by images.

	Images allow us not only to perform complex tasks on a daily basis, but also

	to communicate, transmit information, represent and understand the world

	around us. Just think, for instance about digital television, medical imagery,

	video-surveillance, etc. The tremendous development in information technology

	accounts for most of this. We are now able to handle more and more

	data. Many day to day tasks are now fully or partially accomplished with

	the help ofcomputers. Whenever images are involved we are entering the

	domains ofcomputer vision and image processing. The requirements for

	this are reliability and speed. Efficient algorithms have to be proposed to

	process these digital data. It is also important to rely on a well-established

	theory to justify the well-founded nature of the methodology.





	Amongst the numerous approaches which have been suggested, we focus

	on Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), and Variational Approaches in

	this book. Traditionally applied in physics, these methods have been successfully

	and widely transferred in Computer Vision other the last decade.

	One ofthe main interests in using PDEs is that the theory behind the concept

	is well-established. Ofcourse, PDEs are written in a continuous setting

	refering to analog images, and once the existence and the uniqueness have

	been proven, we need to discretize them in order to find a numerical solution.

	It is our conviction that reasoning within a continuous framework

	makes the understanding ofph ysical realities easier and stimulates the intuition

	necessary to propose new models. We hope that this book will

	illustrate this idea effectively.





	The message we wish to put over is that the intuition which leads to

	certain formulations and the underlying theoretical study are often complementary.

	Developing a theoretical justification ofa problem is not simply

	“art for art sake”. In particular, a deep understanding of the theoretical

	difficulties may lead to the development ofsuitable numerical schemes or

	different models.
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Questioning the Veil: Open Letters to Muslim WomenPrinceton Press, 2009
Across much of the world today, Muslim women of all ages are increasingly turning to wearing the veil. Is this trend a sign of rising piety or a way of asserting Muslim pride? And does the veil really provide women freedom from sexual harassment? Written in the form of letters addressing all those interested in this issue, Questioning the...
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How Do Witches Fly? A practical approach to nocturnal flights.Dna Press, 1999

	Books which examine the folklore of Europe's traditional "witch" plants are not uncommon, and some give some coverage to describing the psychotropic and hallucinogenic effects of these plants on the human body. However this book is rather more unusual than that in that the author is first and foremost a biochemist with an...
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Osteoporosis: Clinical Guidelines for Prevention, Diagnosis, and ManagementSpringer, 2007

	Osteoporosis is a preventable disease. But each year some 500,000 people are hospitalized from osteoporosis fractures, and another 180,000 people are placed into nursing homes from injuries due to osteoporosis.


	What can nurses, clinicians, medical researchers, physiologists, health care policy experts, and other providers do to...
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Supramolecular Organometallic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Supramolecular chemistry has become not only a major field of chemistry, but is also a vivid interface between chemistry, biology, physics, and materials science. Although still a relatively young field, termini such as molecular recognition, host-guest chemistry, or self-assembly are now common knowledge even for chemistry students, and...
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Professional Windows Desktop and Server Hardening (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Although not well known, Microsoft Windows has the best security of any popular operating system in the world today. What Windows has is poor default security. There are specific steps any professional can take to significantly increase the security of Microsoft Windows. Unfortunately, most books and the news media keep reinforcing the failed,...
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The Grammaticalization of Give + Infinitive  A Comparative Study of Russian, Polish, and Czech   TILSM  256 (Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs)Mouton de Gruyter, 2012

	The study analyses the grammaticalization of 'give' with infinitive in causative and modal constructions in the closely related Slavic languages Russian, Polish and Czech. Drawing on extensive diachronic and synchronic corpus data, the study combines a detailed analysis of the current use of these constructions with a reconstruction...
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